
Operation manual of vehicle disinfection channel

1. Equipment Introduction:

This equipment is composed of three parts: electric control box, device cabinet and
channel support, which is easy to install. The water tank and mixing tank of the
equipment adopt low liquid level automatic liquid replenishment device, the original
liquid medicine is added manually, and the use ratio can be set to ensure that the
concentration of the liquid medicine is stable and even. When the vehicle enters, the
spray liquid is automatically sprayed through the trigger sensor, and the spray is
automatically stopped after the vehicle passes completely. The whole machine is easy
to operate and easy to use.

2. Operation Steps
After the equipment is installed, check that all fasteners are not loose and that the
takeover is correct.
1. Put the left pipe of the proportional dosing device into the water tank, the lower
pipe into the original medicine box, and the right pipe to the mixing box.
2. Adjust the height of the float switch to a suitable position. The length of the upper
part of the mixing box is 300mm down.
3. Connect the water supply pipe to the pure water inlet connector on the left side of
the device cabinet, and pay attention to maintain the tightness of the connection
during installation.
4. Open the device cabinet door and add the original liquid to the original medicine
box. It is recommended to increase the liquid level to about 300-350mm to avoid the
denaturation and failure of the liquid for a long time.
5. Open the external water supply valve to fill the water tank.
6. Open the electric control box, close the power switch, close the cabinet door, and



start the power button of the electric control box.
7. Start the small submersible pump switch and add the mixed liquid to the mixing
tank. Because the ratio of pure water to liquid medicine is 0.4-4%, the amount of
liquid medicine is small, pay attention to observe whether the liquid medicine is
normally inhaled.
8. When the liquid level in the mixing box reaches 50%, open the black exhaust hole
on the upper part of the spray pump, pour water into the pump body until liquid
overflows, and tighten the exhaust port.
9. Adjust the time relay spray time, generally about 15S.
10. When using for the first time, sense the photoelectric switch once, and observe
whether there is abnormal noise and whether there is liquid leakage at the connection.

3. Abnormal conditions and handling
No. Abnormal phenomena Processing method

1 Proportioning dosing device
can not suck up the liquid

1. There is air inside the proportional dosing device,
press the top exhaust valve to exhaust;
2. The inner seal of the proportional dosing device is
damaged, replace the gasket;
3. Check the tightness of the connection of each pipe.

2 Long-term red light in the
liquid level indicator of the
mixing box

1. Check whether the installation setting of the float
switch is correct;
2. Check the working status of the submersible pump;
3. Check whether the indicator light is intact.

3 Photoelectric sensor does not
work

1. Check whether the wiring is reliable;
2. Turn off the power and wait for 3 minutes to restart
the machine;
3. Replace the photoelectric sensor.

4 The nozzle does not discharge
liquid

1. Check the mixing tank level;
2. Check the working state of the spray pump;
3. Remove the nozzle and steam purge the nozzle.

5 The atomization effect of
nozzle is poor

Nozzle wear, replace nozzle


